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Dear friends, respected partners,
It will not be exaggerated if I say that a new stage of the
development of Elnos group has begun. New investments
and their effects are visible in work and results of each of
our members. We direct our development towards the needs
of regional electroenergetic system and beyond. I cordially invite you to meet our youngest member, Elnos Nordic, in
the article on Elnos group gaining access on the EU market.
Demand for electric power is still growing. During the past year
we placed a lot of energy and effort in order to respond to all
professional challenges on the highest level. With the envious
enthusiasm we participated in numerous projects of building
and reconstruction, thus creating completely new facilities, or
modernising the existing facilities of electroenergetic system.

Editor-in-chief
Mirjana Štrbac
Manager for corporate
communications

On the following pages we present a list of interesting projects. Among them I would particularly like to emphasize:
one of the biggest electroenergetic projects in the Republic of Serbia –project of building a new power substation
Vranje 4, pioneer project of Elektrovojvodina- Smart City
Novi Sad, as well as one of technically most demanding projects in the year of 2012 made in the unique Hydroelectric
Power Plant Piva. The title topic, on the first projects realised in Sweden, is elaborated with special attention.
I would specially like to turn your attention to the jubilee of our Uniplom, as well as on strategic partners that
we represent in this issue: Phoenix Contact and Socomec.
Francis Bacon once wrote: “Travel, in the younger sort, is
a part of education; in the elder, a part of experience”. It is
not important which generation you belong to, since, through
the articles on education we bring these two intertwined topics and lead you to China, Germany, Sweden, Italy and Croatia.
I would like to emphasize, as usual, that this magazine contains numerous interesting pages that wait to be read.
What is more, there is a larger number of them than in
the previous issues. A year of great challenges, big investments and important projects is behind Elnos group. We
wanted to join all these topics together and share our success with you. That is why we have decided, starting with
this issue, to publish our annual magazines in February.
Enjoy reading!
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This project shall achieve a longterm
solution for the Southeastern part
of the Republic of Serbia, which
shall obtain safe and high quality
power supply and reduction of loses
on transmission network. Elnos BL
enterprise participates as a carrier of
this project in design management and
it is in charge of coordination of all
participants, creation and monitoring
the dynamic plan.
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FIRST PROJECTS ON
17 / THE
SWEDISH GROUND
Works on two 130 kV power
transmission lines in the central
and south part of Sweden are
the first projects on Swedish
ground, and as such, are a very
important step of Elnos group
towards Nordic and EU market.
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Vladimir Ivanović, Executive Director of
Elnos engineering

A part of working atmosphere in Podgorica

Improvement of the environment in
the sphere of energetics

“Elnos engineering is a notable enterprise which, together with constructing
energetic facilities of high quality and performance, also built its
reputation. Being a part of the team of Elnos engineering is significant for
every engineer, because of a great number of possibilities for learning,
acquiring variety of professional knowledge and building successful career.“
This is how we started our conversation with Vladimir Ivanović, the first
Montenegrin employed in Elnos engineering in Podgorica who currently
performs the function of the executive director.
Five years of intense presence of Elnos group on the market of Montenegro and a line of strategic projects
realized for the Electric Power Industry of Montenegro are the reason of
our conversation. Which projects would You select as top five?
Much has been done on the improvement of the environment in the sphere
of energetics in Montenegro. It is about a large number of facilities and it is
truly hard to select particularly five of
them, thus, I shall point out to those I
am extremely proud of. They are the
following: construction of new substations 110/35 kV Virpazar and 110/10 kV
Podgorica 5, then reconstruction of the
largest Montenegrin substation 400/110
kV Podgorica 2 and reconstruction of
substations 110/35 kV Herceg Novi and
110/35 kV Podgorica 4.

After a longtime break, years behind
us feature strong development of
the energetic sector in Montenegro.
New facilities are being worked on,
the old ones are being reconstructed
and modernised by building in the
most modern equipment. In this Elnos group has recognised and used its
opportunity to expand the business
in Montenegro. How would You summarise this period?
Elnos group has given a considerable
contribution by realizing some of the
key projects for the Montenegrin electric transmission system (CGES). More
than 20 projects have been realized for
both CGES and Electric Power Industry
of Montenegro (EPCG), which make the
core of energetics in Montenegro. I would like to point out that Elnos group
is recognized and acknowledged as a

very important factor in modernizing
Montenegrin energetic sector. Apart
from the projects for CGES and EPCG,
much has been done on various projects for private economic subjects. Private sector is extremely important for
us as well and we intensively work on
improving our cooperation with them
in Podgorica.
In Montenegro Elnos group is positioned
as an important agent in realization of
significant electroenergetic facilities,
out of which we especially select the
facilities of nominal voltage of 35 kV
and more.
You are entrusted with a whole range
of jobs in different areas of engineering. What is a special professional
challenge for You?
The range of jobs I do in Elnos engineering is very wide, but a special attra-
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ction is terrain work and monitoring
projects by the “turnkey” system. A
successful finish of a project regardless
of it being a big or small project represents great satisfaction and a strong
encouragement for further improvement, development of new ideas and
their realization.
Elnos group employs professionals and
great experts and each project is elaborated in a team, since that is a safe
“recipe” for its successful realization.
Thus, the finish of each business is a
success of the whole group. A truly healthy working atmosphere exists in Podgorica and we all make effort to give
our best in order to accomplish our mutual goals.
Elnos group has various significant
references in Podgorica itself. How
does it feel to work on energetic facilities in Your own city?
Working on energetic facilities in one’s
own city is a great thing because you
perfectly know all the drawbacks and
advantages of the system. It is nice to
improve certain things thus increasing
the quality of life of your nationals,
as well as of your family and friends.
I am sincerely proud of the facilities
we constructed in Podgorica. The fact
that the contribution of the enterprise
is recognized fills me with satisfaction

and represents an additional stimulation for further work.
In the beginning of the year Elnos
was reinforced both in personnel and
infrastructure. To which extent has
this influenced the improvement of
your business activities?
Such deficit in personnel and infrastructure influences the quality of a job.
Concerning the fact that meeting all
international standards in the field of
energetics is an imperative for Elnos
group, strengthening the capacities of
the enterprise is of great importance.
Elnos devotedly works on building its
capacities in order to follow the dynamics of development and business in
Montenegro. Reinforcement, especially in personnel, was felt immediately.
Jobs were performed with more quality and efficiency since the tasks were
equally allocated on the employees
who then had enough time to devote
to them better.
Which goals would You emphasize for
the following year?
The goal is always to maintain the in-line in business, regardless of the crisis
that in the past few years has hit not
only our country and region, but the
whole world as well. We strive to re-

inforce our position of Elnos engineering in Montenegro and respond to future challenges with as highest quality
as possible. Fundamental goals are to
maintain the existing quality relations
with the Electric Power Industry of
Montenegro and Montenegrin Electric
Transmission System on a high level
and continue on responding successfully to all the challenges in realization
of the projects in Montenegro.
To sum up, what shouldn’t we miss
during a visit to Podgorica?
Podgorica is a welcoming city and I am
sure that guests feel nice when in visit,
whether for business or privately. The
top places one can visit when in Podgorica are the following: Medun (the
oldest settlement in this area), Duklja
(one of the most important Roman cities in these areas), Nemanja’s town,
Vranjina (a small fishing province on
the edge of Podgorica municipality, similar to Venice). Further, you can enjoy
great restaurants. If you have some
extra time, you can visit the seaside or
mountains, which are on an hour’s drive from Podgorica. You can enjoy the
magic of the “wild nature” and relax
far from the turbulence of the city.

A young team in front of a great
challenge
Elnos BL LTD. (Elnos BL LLC) was registered in Macedonia in the beginning
of 2010. A young team of colleagues in Skopje was in front of a great challenge- to start building one of the leading positions of an enterprise in the
region on the market of Macedonia as well. From beautiful Skopje we bring
an interview with Krisitjan Ainovski, the executive director in Skopje.
Elnos BL made an initial step on the
market of Macedonia in 2009. It is
about the project of replacement of
380 kilometers of classic protective
rope by OPGW cable, done for MEPSO
(Electricity Transmission System
Operator of Macedonia). The fact
that Elnos BL was initially recognized
on this market through the projects
related to power transmission lines
can be confirmed by the projects
from the current year. What are those projects?
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Kristijan Ainovski, Executive Director of Elnos BL in Skopje
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I must admit that 2012 was a rather
dynamic year; we won couple of big
and significant deals. I would select
the following: project of reconstruction of TL 110 kV Skopje 1 – Kumanovo
1, then, project of replacement of the
classic protective rope by the OPGW
cable on the power transmission lines
of nominal voltage of 400, 220 and 110
kV and project of construction of new
transmission line 110 kV Bogdanci – Valandovo for the needs of planned wind
farm Bogdanci, which we realize by the
“turnkey” system. The investor of the
first two projects is MEPSO, and the investor for the third one is ELEM (Macedonian Power Plants).
How many projects of this sort have
been realized in the same time?
We worked on almost all of the named
projects simultaneously. Realization of
each project is directly dependent on
the requirements of investors. In a situation when it is highly important that
each transmission line is in function
due to the stability of a system, the
deadlines for performing are very short
and require engagement on more facilities simultaneously. It is then crucial
to make a thorough analysis of all the
construction sites, prepare an accurate
dynamic plan, according to terrain conditions and engage all resources.
What does the participation in the
project of construction of the first
wind farm in Macedonia mean to You?
I must admit that I am very glad to
participate in the construction of the
first wind farm in Macedonia. The topic
of my graduation thesis was wind enBusiness premises of Elnos BL in Skopje are
located in this building

ergy and wind generators, and later I
had the opportunity to directly participate for 4 years in Macedonia in the
development of RES projects, which
are related to construction of wind
farms. Through this project I see the
opportunity to participate practically
as well, but also to contribute to the
construction of the first wind farm in
Macedonia. Realization of the project
is in compliance with FIDIC (International Federation of Consulting Engineers) international standards and requires maximum respect of high and
strictly defined standards for quality
and safety of providing works. That
is why I am extremely happy that the
investor in Elnos BL has recognized an
efficient and competent partner.
Which technical problems from terrain would You select as the most
demanding?
I am of an opinion that there is no a
defined rule for that. Realization of
projects related to transmission lines
requires constant presence on construction sites and providing works in
diverse weather conditions, on different terrains, hence, it is possible that
problems of different sort show up.
Apart from these conditions in effect
there are frequent problems concerning unsolved property-legal relations or
expropriation of land under the route
of transmission lines. However, I would
like to point out once more that good
coordination with the investor, as well
as high quality and accurate planning,
are the key to successful realization of
each project.
What did the support of the rest
members of Elnos group mean to You
in the very beginning?

The thing that fascinates me in electroenergetic is its multidisciplinary nature. To be a little more specific, it is
like when you assemble a mosaic and
have to match thousand pebbles in order to get a picture in the end. It is a
constant challenge that requires good
strategic planning, continuous communication with people, tracking development of technology and implementation of total theoretic and practical
knowledge.
In which spheres of engineering,
except from transmission lines, You
expect significant results in the
following period?
It is in the domain of power substations
and switchyard. Due to deteriorated
equipment in almost all significant 110
kV power substations in Macedonia,
considerable investments will be necessary for reconstruction and replacement of the equipment in the following period. Concerning the impressive
reference of Elnos group in this field, I
consider it a great challenge.
To sum up, what shouldn’t we miss
when visiting Skopje?
To be sincere, in the past few years
Skopje has been developed, embellished and expanded, even I feel like a
tourist when walking around the city.
You definitely should not miss the following: the main and the biggest square
in the city center, the Millennium Cross
(76 metre-high, situated on the top of
Vodno Mountain, and it can be reached
by a modern cable car), Matka canyon
(which holds one of the largest caves in
Europe, Vrelo), a new mall called City
Mall and a lot of other sites.

Every beginning is difficult and any
support is significant then. What truly
delights me is the fact that the support
of the rest of members of Elnos group
was not present only in the beginning,
but it is constant from the foundation
of Elnos BL in Skopje until the present
day. It was really important for us to
always have their knowledge, credibility and experience in the background.
I personally think that selfless support
of our colleagues was crucial for Elnos
BL LTD. to gain on quality and turn into
an enterprise which rates very good on
Macedonian market.
What is the thing that fascinates You
about electroenergetic jobs?
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Gaining access on EU market:
Establishing Elnos Nordic
The aim and sense of establishing Elnos Nordic is stride to specific, large
and most of all, attractive Nordic market, all in compliance with the
strategy of internationalization and development of Elnos group business.

Panorama of Västerås

Elnos group has registered the enterprise with the full name of Elnos Nordic AB in the heart of Sweden, in the
sixth largest city, Västerås (West Aros).
Namely, in the last couple of years of
corporate actions of Elnos group a lot
is being done on internationalization
on many markets. The first steps on
the market of Sweden were made by
professional realization of the project on two 130 kV transmission lines in
central and southern part of Sweden.
Elnos Nordic AB shall strive to become
one of the most reliable subcontractors
of the leading Sweden companies from
the sphere of energetics, and in the
domain of transmission lines and power
substations.
“The aim and the sense of establishing
Elnos Nordic is a fast stride on a specific, large and, most of all, attractive Nordic market, in compliance with
the strategy of internationalization and
development of corporative actions of
Elnos group. The breakthrough of Elnos group on Nordic market shall be a
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bigger stride for Elnos group, but for
our economy in general as well”, said
Dušan Torbica, president of Elnos group and added that much is being done
on the preparations for winning the
following deals.
Västerås AS A STRONG
REGIONAL MARKET PLAYER
A larger number of companies discover the advantages of Västerås. In
this city, with 139.000 inhabitants,
9.400 active companies with 60.000
employees are registered. High-tech export industry is the foundation of industry in Västerås with ABB,
Westinghouse Electrics, Alstom,
Areva and so on. Internationally,
Västerås is considered a leading
world center for industrial automatization and informational technologies. The city has a strategically
convenient position in the heart of
Sweden, where the Melaren Lake is
of great importance.

Elnos Nordic in Västerås

6 / Investments

THE YEAR OF GREAT
INVESTMENTS
Elnos group is one of regional leaders in the sphere of electroenergetics.
More than 18 years of successful work and tradition longer than half a
century is a reliable indicator of high quality partner cooperation with
public and private sector and is a foundation of future development and
success. Tracking the expansion of development and enlarging of business
engagements of Elnos group has led to great investments and opening of
the doors of new business premises in even four cities.

New business center in Belgrade
Three floors of new business center occupy 3.550 m2, out of which 1.650 m2 are for offices, and 1.900 m2 are for manufacture and storage space. During the construction a special accent is put on the energetic efficiency of the building.
The business center is equipped with the most contemporary informational technology and filled with modern solutions.
Attractive architecture of the business building and high-quality facade together impose on the environment and fit
perfectly. We are especially proud of the roof garden that will be a true oasis for holding business meetings, and in the
same time it will offer relaxation to the employees from their daily obligations. Complete works in the garden shall be
finished in the spring of 2013.
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Elnos engineering on
the Roman Square
After four years of successful work
Elnos engineering is moved to a new
address, George Washington Boulevard number 49. This is one of the
most important traffic and business
streets in the center of the business
area of Podgorica, the so called Roman
Square. Not far from Elnos engineering there are Electric Power Industry
of Montenegro and Montenegrin Electric Power Transmission System, with
which we have a successful long-term
cooperation. Additionally, in the direct
neighborhood there are Siemens and
Voith, with which we accomplished a
significant cooperation. Moving in the
new, larger business location created
conditions for hiring more employees.
Thus, in 2012 Elnos engineering in
Podgorica was reinforced in personnel
and infrastructure.

View to George Washington Boulevard from our business premises in Podgorica

Home, sweet home
There is no doubt that old buildings are
fashionable again. Still, fashion is not
a reason why our colleagues from Novi
Sad perform their tasks in a building
dating from 1965. Tradition, symbolism
and sentimentality brought them to
the most recognizable and the highest
building of the former Agrovojvodina,
to the Boulevard of Liberation. The
ruined business premise on the fourth
floor has been renovated and adapted
with great knowledge and skills. Now
it is a modern and functional working
space, of the total surface of 160 m2,
in which sales department and a part
of engineering department work together.
On the map of Elnos group this business
premise holds a special place, since
running a new business cycle on one
of the most important addresses in the
history of Agrovojvodina and Elnos is of
great significance for us.

Management of
Elnos group
In order for Elnos group to function
with higher professionalism and quality
from September 2012 the Management
of the group works on this address. It
is about one of the most attractive locations in the very center of Banjaluka, in the Street Svetozar Markovic
number 5. Elements of functional lux-
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Building of Agrovojvodina in Novi Sad

Business meeting in the Management of
Elnos group

ury were introduced in a modernly
equipped business premise of the surface of 250 m2. The space is totally
adapted to the needs of employees and
their effort to secure market abilities in
the future in the best possible manner.
Management of the Elnos group is
done by the Administration, which
consists of the following bodies:

BL Ltd. Belgrade has moved into a new,
modernly equipped business premise.
This enabled performing all business
functions of the enterprise in one
place. Apart from the office space, in
the Street of Major Zoran Radosavljević
number 372, there is a storage space,
production of power substations Biosco CS, electrical workshop and the infrastructure for complete engineering
resources. In a solemn atmosphere of
the first working day of Borko Torbica,
the executive director of Elnos BL, Belgrade, he pointed out: ”After a threeyear phase of construction, we are
thrilled to be able to hand the building
to our employees. The new business
premise offers them an innovative and
inspiring working environment”. In the
new business center, which is truly a
mirror of contemporary trends, there
are more than 60 employees.

> The President of the Board
> A member of the Sector for Business
Development
> A member of the Engineering Sector
> A member of the Finance Sector
> A member of the Sales and Logistics
Sector
> A member of the Sector for Legal
and Corporate Affairs.

Mirror of
contemporary trends
After eleven years of work on the territory of the Republic of Serbia, Elnos
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SS 400/110 kV
Vranje 4
This project shall accomplish longterm solution for southeastern part of
Serbia, which will have safe and high quality power supply and decrease
in the loss of the transmission network. Additionally, electric distribution
network in Vranje, Leskovac and the surroundings will have supply
of considerably higher quality, which will influence positively on the
possibility of development of this region.

Electric energy corridor of Serbia
Construction of substation Vranje 4 was preceded by construction of grandiose electric energy corridor of the Republic of
Serbia – interconnectivite transmission line of 400 kV, from
Niš to Macedonian border. This
created the conditions for con-

struction of substation Vranje 4
and further expansion of substation Leskovac 2 that during the
past years was already raised
to the voltage level of 400 kV.
Public enterprise EMS started
preparations of activities for
the construction of substation

Vranje in 2007. Contracts on designing, construction and procurement of the part of equipment
were signed in December 2011.
Commissioning of future substation was planned in the first half
of 2014.
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Elnos BL enterprise has started designing of construction and electric part
during 2012, as well as construction
works on substation 400/110 kV Vranje 4, located in cadaster municipality
of Donja Trebešinja. The work was assigned to Siemens – Elnos BL consortium, as the most favorable offeror and
was made according to FIDIC yellow
book. Substation Vranje meets the
highest technical and technological
world standards and its construction
is adjusted to the highest urbanistic
standards and ecological requirements,
and concept solution anticipates minimal space usage.
This project shall accomplishes
longterm solution for southeastern
part of Serbia, which will have safe
and high quality power supply and decrease in the loss of the transmission
network. Additionally, electric distribution network in Vranje, Leskovac and
the surroundings will have supply of
considerably higher quality, which will
influence positively on the possibility
of development of this region.
Apart from it, construction of substation 400/110 kV Vranje 4 and its
commissioning shall accomplish other
beneficial effects, such as connection
to newly constructed interconnective
transmission line 400 kV Niš 2 – Leskovac 2 – Macedonian border.
Construction of this substation, which
is on the route of 400 kV connection of
Western Europe with the south part of
Turkey, implies placement of one energetic transformer of voltage 400/110 kV
and 300 MVA power and construction of
400 kV power substation with double
tubular bus system with five fields, two
transformer fields, two transmission
fields for direction of substation Leskovac 2 and Macedonian border and
one junction field. This stage of planning also includes construction of 110
kV substation consisting double tubular
bus system with 12 fields, completion
of two transformer and six transmission fields for directions 2 x substation Vranje 2, substation Vranje 1, EVP
Ristovac, substation Vladičin Han and
substation Trgovište and one junction
field.
Apart from the named, for the needs
of this substation the following shall be
constructed:
an access road to the complex of the
substation, communication, plateau,
parking lot, cable sewage, outer and
inner substation fence and seven relay
houses for placing the management
equipment and protection for corresponding installations.
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Foundations and baths for two transformers and oil pit shall also be made,
and this project includes construction
of doorways, machine carriers and bus
bars with bases, as well as construction
of command and operational building
with corresponding installations, works
on water supply and sewage network
inside the complex of substations and
construction of earth works and lightning protection.
The following is embedded in this
stage: high-voltage equipment, energy
transformers, protection and management equipment, self-consumption and
telecommunication equipment.
This contract is realized in accordance
with the highest international standards and regulations. Construction
works on terrain begun in the first half
of September and for now the works
are being executed in accordance with
the anticipated dynamics of execution of works, and the finish of works
is planned for the beginning of August
2013.
Investors are Public Enterprise for Electric Energy Transmission (EMS) Serbia
and the Delegation of the European
Union in the Republic of Serbia, while
the consultant is a consortium of two
consulting houses from Spain NIPSA/
EPTISA.
At the beginning of works the chief of
the Delegation of the European Union
in Serbia, Vincent Degert pointed out
that this object shall not only be significant for citizens, who will get high
quality access to the network, but

that it is an extremely important investment for development of not only
Vranje but also of entire Serbia and the
region. Chief executive of EMS, Nikola
Petrović said that construction of this
substation will create conditions for
longterm, safe and high quality electric
power supply of the entire Southeastern Serbia.
Total amount of necessary assets for
realization of this project are 19 million
euros, where the Delegation of the European Union in the Republic of Serbia
procured 15.5 million euros through a
donation, and the EMS Serbia has procured around 3.5 million euros from its
own sources. These assets also enabled
procurement of transformers for substation Leskovac 2.

FIDIC “Yellow book“ – standard
type of contracts in international
framework, according to which the
Agreement on construction of substation Vranje 4 was made.

The surface of total operation area of substation Vranje 4 is 5.5 ha.
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SMART
CITY
ELNOS BL enterprise participates as the carrier of this
project in project management and is in charge of
coordination of all participants, creation and tracking
of the dynamic plan. Our tasks are monitoring and
inspection of the whole system.
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For Elnos BL enterprise the year of 2012
shall remain as an important year due
to the fact that we have become a part
of the project Smart City Novi Sad,
which introduces the ultimate solutions
in the field of smart networks – Smart
Grids, and which should be realized in
the following two years.
It is about the project of modernization of the distributive system of Elektrovojvodina on the area of electro
distribution Novi Sad by integration of
remote control system (RCS).
ELNOS BL enterprise participates as
the carrier of this project in design
management and is in charge of coordination of all participants, creation and
tracking the dynamic plan. Our company organizes regular week meetings
of all participants in the premises that
are specially designed for the needs of
the development of Smart City. Apart
from that, Elnos BL is in charge of factory tests and trainings, supervision
and commissioning electric energy facilities, as well as for coordinated creation of complete list of commands and
signals. Among other things, our tasks
are control and inspection of the complete system.
Smart City system consists of three
subsystems. The first is energetic,
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with the system of local data processing, the second is telecommunication,
while the third subsystem is management -ADMS (Advance Distribution
Management System) under which SCADA is implemented.
Energetic part of the project relates
to replacement of the existing 7 RMUs
(Ring Main Units) by new, remote controllable plants and implementation of
new energetic equipment in the form
of 4 reclosers (devices with electric
and voltage transformers that are capable of recognizing the fault and section it in the case of its emersion on
the route they protect) and 4 disjunctive switches. All energetic facilities
are remote controlled by RTU (Remote
Terminal Unit) of the type Easergy
T200, which collects and processes the
data from the facilities (measurement
of electricity, voltage, and power, status of switch equipment, signalization
and alarms).
Telecommunicational subsystem makes
Motorola antenna and base stations
system. Antennas are located next
to the energetic facilities with newly
embedded equipment and information
they get from RTUs by broadband system (wireless broadband) are sent to
base stations that are located on the
nearest 110 kV stations, and these fur-

ther by optical cables or also by broadband system (that operates on other
frequency), all the data are forwarded
to dispatcher center, where the data
are processed in the third subsystem.
The third subsystem, ADMS, apart from
SCADA system for management and
collection of data from electroenergetic facilities, has a series of software
applications that facilitate network
management, such as fault management, outage management, optimization of consumption, calculation of the
currents of short circuits and so on.

Participants
Apart from our enterprise, there are
many other participants in this project.
Thus, the leading contractor of the
project is Tehnounion, while the company Schneider Electric is in charge of
the delivery of energetic equipment,
and Južna Bačka is the contractor of
energetic works.
Telecommunicational part of the project is accredited to E-control enterprise, and the implementation of DMS
application to Schneider Telvent DMS
enterprise. Implementation of SCADA
system under DMS has pertained to Mihajlo Pupin Institute.
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Reconstruction and expansion of
Ilićevo substation
Ilićevo substation is one in the series of 110 kV substations that the
engineering sector realizes by its resources when it comes to
qualified and trained mechanics, technicians and engineers,
as well as necessary mechanization.
Our engineering team in 2012 has
started reconstruction and extension
of substation 110/35/10 kV Ilićevo near
Kragujevac. Reconstruction includes
works of electric mounting and construction on 110 kV switchyard, 35 kV
substation, demounting and mounting
of new energetic transformer, and extension relates to new 10 kV substation. The substation is located near
the intermediate transmission line, and
before the reconstruction the transmission fields did not exist, there were
only two transformation plants of 110
kV and outer plant of 35 kV.
Complete reconstruction and expansion of the substation is realized by
means of loans of the World Bank in
which two more substations of 110 kV
exist, and these are Inđija and Neresnica. Realization of this project was

made through couple of public procurements, for electric mounting and
construction works, in which Elnos BL
Ltd. Belgrade took independent participation.
Ilićevo substation is one in the series of
110 kV substations that the engineering
sector realizes by its resources when
it comes to qualified and trained mechanics, technicians and engineers, as
well as necessary mechanization.
Two stages were anticipated for reconstruction and expansion of substation
Ilićevo, of which the first was finished
in compliance with tender documents
and it included reconstruction of half
of the 110 kV switchyard – one transmission field and one transformer field,
as well as complete 35 kV substation
that consists of 16 new cells.
Apart from these works, in the first

stage demounting of old and mounting
of new energetic transformer of the
power 31.5 MVA were made.
The second stage of the project has begun immediately after the first stage,
in August. It included reconstruction
of the second half of 110 kV switchyard – one transmission field and one
transformer, as well as complete 10 kV
plant, which consists of 14 new cells.
Elnos BL Ltd. Belgrade is in charge
of all construction works on 110 kV
switchyard as well as construction of
road infrastructure for approach to the
facility and the one inside the facility
itself.

Reconstructed switchyard substation 110/35/10 kV Ilićevo

MODERNIZATION AND
IMPROVEMENT OF PLANTS
This work is the priority for ED
Centar from Kragujevac, investor
of this project, since it enables all
larger needs of end users, safe electric energy supply of wider city
center and industrial zone. Besides, reconstruction and expansion
of substation Ilićevo at the same
time represents modernization
and improvement of plants.

ELNOS info
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Construction of substation of
110/35 kV Neresnica
Near Kučevo, on northeastern part of Serbia, a new substation of 110/35
kV Neresnica is being built. In this region this will be the only substation
of voltage level of 110/35 kV. Under this project, Elnos BL has carried out
works on construction of 110 kV switchyard and 110/35 kV transformation.

Construction of primary connections

Mounting of high-voltage equipment

Near Kučevo, on northeastern part of
Serbia, a new substation of 110/35
kV Neresnica is being built. In this region this will be the only substation
of voltage level of 110/35 kV. This investment shall enable longterm supply
of electric energy to existing and new
buyers on all votage levels. By planned
commissioning of substation Neresnica of 110/35 kV, in 2013 losses in the
consumption of electricity in Kučevo
shall be reduced for about 2 MW. Construction of substation will in part be
financed by means of loan from the
World Bank.
Under this project, Elnos BL has carried
out construction of 110 kV switchyard
and 110/35 kV transformation. Works
were finished in the deadline double
shorter than arranged, and they lasted
from the beginning of October to the
beginning of November.

Apart from construction of 110 kV
switchyard and 110/35 kV transformation Elnos BL carried out the delivery
of part of material and equipment for
construction of two transmission fields
of 110 kV, transformation field of 110
kV and 110/35 kV transformation (without delivery of transformers), as well
as delivery of material and equipment
for bus bars of 110 kV. ABB high-voltage
equipment is embedded in substation.

ELNOS info

Voltage measurement transformers of
110 kV mounted under the portal.
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Reconstruction of 110 kV switchyard
in HPP Bočac
Thanks to this reconstruction, enterprise of Hydro power plant on Vrbas, for
the first time from commissioning of this power plant, in December 1981,
has modernized switch equipment of 110 kV.

Demonting of switches

Our engineering team for substations
and switchyards in July and August of
2012 has reconstructed the plant 110
kV in Hydro power plant Bočac and one
measurement and four transmission
fields.
Thanks to this reconstruction, enterprise of Hydro power plant on Vrbas Ltd., for the first time from commissioning of this power plant, in
December 1981, has modernized switch
equipment of 110 kV. Under this reconstruction, the existing measurement
voltage transformers are replaced by
new voltage transformers of the manufacturer ABB, as well as the existing
oil switches of power that are replaced
by Siemens switches in SF6 technique.
Engineering team reconstructed the
plant in two stages.
In the first stage we replaced the equipment of measurement field, trans-

Preparation of crane for demounting the drive of switches

mission field Jajce 1 and transmission
filed Mrkonjić Grad. The second stage
included transmission field Banja Luka
3 and transmission field Banja Luka 1.
Reconstruction included replacement
of corresponding lockers and cables in
the field, as well as ironmongery works
on steel constructions due to adjustment to new equipment.
This work was specific due to the position of the plant itself, which is located on the roof of the power plant, so
that it was necessary to engage vehicle-mounted cranes for lifting and lowering new equipment on the roof of the
power plant, as well as portal crane
of the height over 7 m for manoeuvre
with equipment on the plant and lifting
the construction.

Low oil switches in the transmission field

ELNOS info
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CGES: investments for development
and better life quality
Reconstruction of four substations in the cores of four Montenegrin cities is
a significant step in safer delivery of electric energy to the population and
creation of conditions for development and better life quality.

Substation 110/10 kV Podgorica 4

Tracking the growing necessities for
electric energy the Montenegrin Electrical Transmission System (CGES) continuously invests in order to enable
bigger safety in procurement of buyers
and create the conditions for development. Elnos group is one of the contractors that organize various projects
for the needs of CGES in order to improve the performance of distribution
system.
In the last year the projects related to
reconstruction of substations 110/10
kV Podgorica 4 and 110/35 kV Herceg
Novi were realized, and reconstruction of substations 110/35 kV Bar and
220/110/35 kV Mojkovac are anticipated for realization in this year.
CGES delivered complete high-voltage
equipment, and the members of Elnos
group as consortium partners made the
main projects, then carried out com-
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plete construction and electric mounting works, as well as commissioning of
plants. Works on both substations were
finished in the arranged deadline.

Cross section of finished
works:
In the core of Podgorica, the city of
old and new, traditional and modern,
reconstruction of substation 110/10
kV Podgorica 4 included the following
works:
demounting,
construction
works, electric mounting works on
mounting of 110 kV complete substation
with two transmission fields, two
transformer fields, one junction field
and two measurement fields with
inspection and releasing.
While in the core of Herceg Novi, the

city of flowers, sun, blue and maestral
that evokes, on reconstruction of substation 110/35 kV Herceg Novi our colleagues finished the following works:
demounting, construction works, electric mounting works on the mounting
of 110 kV plant with one transmission
field, transformer field, and one junction field with inspection and releasing.
Contemporary Siemens switch
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Construction of substation Baošići
Complete mounting, connection, inspection, parameterization and enabling
of substation for commissioning were finished in 20 working days. Elnos
Group already participated in construction of similar substations in Nikšić
and Cetinje.
Elnos Group participated in construction of new substation 35/10 kV, 2x4
MVA Baošići near Herceg Novi, which
was finished in the end of June 2012.
This project represents continuation
of realization of merchandise credit of
Schneider Electric to Electric Industry
of Montenegro, which includes delivery of 35 and 10 kV plants for construction of six new distribution substations
35/10 kV at the territory of Montenegro. Complete mounting, connection,
inspection, parameterization and capacitation of substation for commissioning were made in 20 working days.
Substation Baošići is equipped with five
cells of 35 kV and nine cells of 10 kV together with two transformers of 4 MVA,
having in mind expansion of plants of
10 kV for 9 additional cells, with 6 outputs.
In the Electric Industry of Montenegro
they point out that substation Baošići
is adjusted to the trend of consumption growth on Herceg Novi Riviera, especially during summer months.
Construction of electroenergetic facility created necessary conditions for
new consumers, which is an important
encouragement for investors- they add
in Electric Industry of Montenegro.
Elnos Group already participated in
construction of similar substations in
Nikšić and Cetinje.
According to the director of FC Distribucija, Electric Industry of Montenegro, Ranko Radulović, 16 million euros
should be invested in primary distribution network until 2014, in order to improve the quality and safety of supply,
as well as enlargement of the capacity
due to consumption growth.

Plant 10 kV type SM6, of the manufacturer Schneider Electric-Merlin Gerin.

NEW SUBSTATION 35/10 kV, 2X4 MVA BAOŠIĆI INCLUDES:

>Plant 35 kV, type F400, of the manufacturer Schneider Electric-Merlin Gerin,
isolated with air, metal enclosed, with SF6 switch that consists of two supply,
power station and measurement cells.
> Plant 10 kV, type SM6, of the manufacturer Schneider Electric-Merlin
Gerin, metal enclosed with disjunctive switch with earth wire in the housing
with SF6 gas and SF6 switch that consists of one power plant, six take off, one
measurement and one cell of house transformer.
> Energetic transformers of the power of 4 MVA of production Minel Serbia
and Lemi Bulgaria.
> Microprocessing command – protection relays Schneider Electric type
SEPAM
>Terminal computer with SCADA system “SeeFox T2000“, for local and remote command and acquisition of data that enables connection with remote
dispatcher center in Podgorica.

ELNOS info
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THE FIRST
PROJECTS ON
SWEDISH GROUND
Works on two 130 kV transmission lines in central and southern part of
Sweden are the first project on Swedish ground, and as such, they are
an important step of Elnos Group towards Nordic and EU market.

ELNOS info

TL 2X130 kV Barkeryd - Nässjö: tension pole type: S - 1, pole weight : 35 t, pole high: 40 m
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Numerous transmission teams, of over
50 specialists with experience and
much patience, came to Sweden at the
beginning of June. In the most innovative country in the world, their goal
was construction of two transmission
lines: 130 kV Anglarna - Hofors and
2x130 kV Barkeryd – Nässjö. This goal
was accomplished in the arranged term
of 6 months. Projects on both transmission lines were carried out in an
utterly professional way, by the highest
European standards with the usage of
modern mechanization and contemporary tools.

Transmission line 130
kV Anglarna – Hofors:
33 km long route
By coming to Hofors, the first destination of transmission team, consolidation of powers started. Already the first
photographs that came to us from Sweden: workers in special work clothes,
convoy of heavy goods vehicles with
working machines, contemporary field
vehicles – seemed impressive. Together with organization, special attention
was dedicated to motivating the workers, which are far from their families.
In compliance with the legal regulation
of the Kingdom of Spain, ESA training,
compulsory for every employer and

Wiremen “conquer” the wooden poles with
the aid of ladders

employee on the territory of this country, was carried out. This included the
training in: safe work on a transmission
line and plants; training on rights and
obligations of employees. All our employees have successfully completed
with their trainings and were handed
ESA certificates.
Works on the project of complete
cabling of transmission line 130 kV
Anglarna – Hofors in Sweden begun on
13th June. These works included installation of OPGW rope of 142 mm2
and installation of conductors of 910
mm2 on the existing poles. Each project is special in some way, so is this
one. Namely, in relation to carrying
poles, the total number of angle poles
was proportionally small. Due to it
the angle fields were even 8 km long,
which, considering the cross section of
a conductor was not an easy task at
all for our employees and machines.
Innovativeness, experience and an exceptional advocation successfully overcame this obstacle as well. A special
challenge to our colleagues was quite
unapproachable terrain, which is mainly under the water, woody and very
rocky. Our mechanization was pointed
out here, and it includes the most contemporary vehicles and trucks, purposefully bought to enable our workers
good porosity even on the most unapproachable terrain.

SWEDISH BEAUTY IS MAGICAL
Two thirds of Sweden consists of
woods, lakes, sinuous peaks, intact archipelagos and wild. More
than a half of Sweden is covered
in woods, which brings their prosperity, their sagas and mythology, their food and much more.
9.000.000 Swedes have around
90.000 lakes to share among each
other!

Organizational – working meeting of transmission team in Hofors
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Substation Barkeryd 400/130 kV

Carrying pole: type R-1, pole weight: 15
t, pole height: 38 m

Transmission line 2x130 kV Barkeryd –Nässjö: angle pole type: S – 1, pole weight: 35 t, pole
height: 40 m

Transmission line
2x130 kV Barkeryd
–Nässjö:
A project specific in
every sense

The terrain itself is extremely specific
and demanding, with many lakes and
natural bogs and sloughs. This was
an additional obstacle that we had to
overcome. Marshland was the biggest
problem during the lifting of poles.
With the usage of crane we overcame
this obstacle successfully as well. Anyway, what is specific for this project
is that it was done in extremely short
days. Namely, in winter period it dawns
around 8 o’clock while already at 16 h
it is complete dark, so that our employees performed one part of the work
even in dark by using spotlights.
With all particularities, on the transmission line 2x130 kV Barkeryd – Nässjö complete works were executed,
that is, demounting of the existing
poles, phase conductors and protective ropes, then: mounting and lifting
the poles, installation of two systems
of phase conductors and installation of
OPGW rope.
Anyway, the City of Nässjö is the center
of province Smaland, and the main industrial branch is wood processing. Our
employees were accommodated in the
suits in the very center of the city, thus
after work they had the opportunity to
walk around the town and visit some
of the notabilities. Among them certainly the most important are: Railway

With total route length of 10.4 km,
this transmission line is not among the
biggest projects of this sort for Elnos
Group. However, even though it might
sound easy, the realization of this project is specific in any way. First particularities concern the routes of the
transmission lines. They have many
crossings with other existing transmission lines, local roads and motorway. As well, the routes pass through
many historical findings which can be
found in the City of Nässjö and its surrounding in abundance. We had to pay
special attention to this, in order not
to damage them during execution of
works. The project is also specific by
the types of poles that are used. In the
route of the transmission lines we have
eight angle carrying poles, which are
specific for this area, while with us are
not used at all.
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station, founded in 1864. City Hall and
House of Culture in which there are
some of the most valuable art works of
Sweden. Transmission lines were commissioned, their constructors now work
on some other place, but they gladly
remember the enormous, picturesque
area and good food.

FAMOUS NORDIC SPECIALITIES
From cold, North Sea rich in oxygen the Swedes procure numerous
fish sorts, shells and lobsters. From
the deep woods and wild mountain
areas they supply themselves with
moose, reindeers and many other
sorts of wild.
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Construction of transmission lines
110 kV for the first wind farm in
Macedonia
By the “turnkey” system Elnos BL builds 12 km long transmission line 110 kV
that shall connect the first wind farm in Macedonia (wind farm Bogdanci)
with the transmission system of Macedonia.

3D overview of the first wind farm in
Macedonia

On the territory of the City of Bogdanci, in southeast part of Macedonia, the
construction of wind farm Bogdanci,
the first wind farm in Macedonia, has
begun. On the surface of 29 ha there
shall be 16 wind turbines of installed
power from 2 to 3 MW. The investor is
Macedonian enterprise for production
of energy ELEM, the main contractor
is Greek enterprise Terna Energy. Total
value of the investment is 55.5 million
euros, where 32.9 million euros are
procured from the loan of KfW bank,
and the rest if procured by the investor
from its own assets.
Complete project shall be finished in
the period of 13 months. Its realization is organized through two lots, of
which the first includes procurement
and mounting of equipment (turbines),
and the second includes construction
of necessary infrastructure. Elnos BL
is one of the realizers of the second
lot. Under the mentioned project Elnos

BL participates in construction of new
transmission line 110 kV Bogdanci - Valandovo, and realization of the project
is made by the “turnkey” system. The
contract includes: project equipment
delivery and execution of works. We
are especially proud of the fact that
for the needs of the transmission line
we projected three new types of transmission line poles that are successfully
attested in Energoinvest and that meet
the existing regulations and standards.
We would also like to point out that in
the stage of project of the transmission
line we made extensive geomechanic research that were required by the
contract.
The transmission line was designed as
a whole-system of the length of cca 12
km. Conductor that is embedded is Al/
Fe 240/40 mm2, and protective rope
is type OPGW. Preparations for realization of the named project are being
carried out according to the plan.

ADVANTAGES AND FURTHER
PLANS
Construction of wind farm Bogdanci in Macedonia shall increase
the production of electric energy
from renewable sources for about
100 GWh per year.
According to researches, utilization of hydro potential Macedonia can enable 7 percent of its
annual needs for electric energy.
Due to the fact that Macedonia
imports electric energy ELEM has
plans for additional extension of
concerned wind power plant that
will increase the production of
electric energy from renewable
sources for additional 50 GWh a
year.

ELNOS info
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Strengthening of electroenergetic
system of Macedonia
Geographic position and current situation of energetics on the Balkans
enabled Macedonia to be a significant factor both in transmission and
transit of electric energy. The Government of Macedonia works on
strengthening electroenergetic system, its expansion and enlargement of
stability in transmission of electric energy.
With this aim, the process of superstructure and strengthening of transmission and interconnective network
shall continue until the finish of few
large projects of construction and reconstruction. Among these projects
are two projects in which our company
takes part and they are the following:
> Reconstruction of transmission line
110 kV Skopje 1 - Kumanovo 1 and
> Procurement and embedding of
OPGW rope and suspension equipment
on transmission lines 400, 220 and 110
kV on the territory of the Republic of
Macedonia.

On this transmission line the replacement of the existing conductor was
made by the conductor with increased
working temperature (GTACSR), which
enables increased capacity of energy

transmission. This project is really significant both for Elnos Group and the
investor (AD MEPSO), since it is about
the first project of this sort in Macedonia and on the territory of former
Yugoslavia. Its realization required
application of special tools and techniques that differ from the techniques
that are applied during the mounting
of classic ACSR phase conductors.
In order to realize this project our installers went through a special training
in Spain, where their working biographies are completed by new certificates. Apart from this, on the concerned transmission line protective
rope with optical fibers (OPGW) were
installed and 16 transmission poles
were replaced.
Complete equipment (conductor and
suspension equipment) was delivered
by consortium partner Trefinas from
Spain, while consortium partner MEPOS from Kavadarci was in charge of
earthworks and concrete works. Total
length of the route of the transmission

Works on transmission line
110 kV Skopje 1 - Kumanovo 1

Lifting the pole by means of mechanization

Reconstruction of
transmission line 110 kV
Skopje 1 - Kumanovo 1
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line is 50.88 km. With very unfavorable
weather conditions (low temperature
and snow) part of works anticipated
for 2012 were finished in the deadline.

Continued modernization
of transmission system of
Macedonia
After three years, when we revitalized 380 km of transmission network,
for the same investor – MEPSO, Elnos
BL continues the process of modernization of transmission system of Macedonia. The project of replacement of
protective rope by OPGW was successfully continued by realization of works
on transmission lines: 110 kV Strumica
1 – Strumica 2, transmission line 110
kV Strumica 2 – Valandovo, transmission line 110 kV Delčevo – Berovo. In
the spring of 2013, when the investor
should be in the chance to enable dead
state of the transmission line, works on
five more transmission lines remain to
Elnos BL.
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HYDRO
POWER PLANT
PIVA
Modernization and revitalization

The volume of work in this stage of modernization was reconstruction
of 220 kV bus bars with replacement of carrying isolators, anti-corrosive
protection of the existing steel construction, mounting of new aluminum
tubal bus bars and replacement of primary connections.

Underground hydro power plant
HPP Piva with one of the largest concrete arch dams in the world and
complete plant constructed under
the surface of the ground represents
worldwide architectonic curiosity. Construction height of the concrete dam is
220 m, while the length on the arch on
the crown is 268.6 m, and the length of
the arch on the level of the channel is
40 m. The thickness of the dam in the
base is 36 m, with around 4.5 m at the

top. The dam from the left side supports to Vučevo, and from the left on
Pivska Mountain. Construction of HPP
Piva lasted for ten years, and almost
complete construction operation of
former Yugoslavia was engaged. Montenegro, apart from the low degree of
utilization of hydro potentials, belongs
to rare countries in the world that produce 70 percent of electric energy in
hydro power plants. HPP Piva, accumu-

lation plant, works from 1976. Its basic
function is production of electric energy in peak working regime, since it
has the possibility of fast start and synchronization on transmission network
220 kV. It is located in mountain massif
on southwestern Montenegro. Due to
specific topographic features of the
terrain the complete plant was made
on 230 m under the ground surface.
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Mounting of carrying isolators of bus bars
220 kV

Complete reconstruction was made from self-propelled crane baskets for work on the
height of 26 m

Elnos Group participated in two stages
of modernization of HPP Piva in Montenegro, and those are reconstruction
of 220 kV bus bars and replacement of
measurement transformers and surge
diverter, as well as lockers in the field
and protection lockers in transmission
and transformer 220 kV fields, which
were finished on October 5th 2012.

All 3 sections
reconstructed in record
13 days

Under rehabilitation and modernization of HPP Piva, the value of which
is around three million euros and the
planned deadline for finishing works
is the middle of 2014; the following
is also included: delivery and embedding of 220 kV primary equipment,
replacement of microprocessing protection of transmission lines and bus
bars, replacement of microprocessing
protection of generators and step-up
transformers as well as replacement
of subdistribution of auxiliary voltages:
AC and DC subdistribution.
Concerning the fact that main contractor Voith Hydro and the end-user Electric Industry of Montenegro expressed
their satisfaction by what has been
done so far, we expect expansion of
volume of engaging Elnos Group on the
rest stages of modernization as well,
such as replacement of auxiliary voltages distribution: AC and DC subdistribution.
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HPP Piva is unique in the region due to
the position of high-voltage plant that
is completely located in tunnels bored
in steep cliffs of Piva Canyon. Bus bars
220 kV hang from the arch of central
tunnel on height of 24 m, thus, due to
inaccessibility it was necessary to perform the complete reconstruction from
selfpropelled crane baskets for work on
the height of 26 m.
Volume of work in the first stage of
modernization was the reconstruction
of 220 kV bus bars with the replacement of carrying isolators, anti-corrosive protection of the existing steel
construction, with mounting of new
aluminum tube bus bars and replacement of primary connections. System
of bus bars consists of three sections,
three aggregates with two sectional
HV separators and according to the
dynamics of Voith Hydro and Electric
Industry of Montenegro it was planned
to reconstruct only middle section in
2012, in the period of 14 days, which
is how long it took to totally shutdown
Hydro power plant.
With engagement of three self-propelled crane baskets and work in two
shifts reconstruction of all three sec-

tions of bus bars was performed in
merely 13 days. Reconstruction of bus
bars included the delivery and mounting of steel consoles for adaptation
of the existing construction with new
carrying isolators, mounting of carrying isolators and terminals (21 pieces),
anticorrosive protection of the existing
construction, mounting of aluminum
tubes 55 m long by stage and replacement of primary connections from bus
bars to cross connections between
collecting isolators. In the middle of
2013 the second stage of modernization shall be finished, which includes
replacement of electric and voltage
measurement transformers and pre
voltage arrestors in transmission fields
(3 transmission lines) as well as embedding of combined measurement transformers and replacement of arrestors
in transformer fields. Under this stage
the locker in the fields and lockers of
protection for all six fields 200 kV.
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LARGE
CONSTRUCTION
SITE

“I have to say that Oil Refinery Brod is still a large construction site and that
modernization process is still lasting, and everyone who enters the circle of
the company shall see a large number of machines that work on renovation
and construction of new facilities”, as estimated by Aleksandar Đakonov, chief
executive of Optima Group, with the Oil Refinery working with it as well.
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Laying cables over the pipeline bridge

On this large construction site Elnos BL, with perennial presence and
achieved results, has gained the status
of hosted contractor. Among the projects that are extremely important for
further functioning of the Oil Refinery,
and that in the same time marked our
work in the past year, we selected two.

In the heart of
supplying the Oil
Refinery
Dislocation of the existing installations
from section 01 represents one of the
crucial projects, both for the Oil Refinery Brod and for social community.
This project enters the very heart of
supplying the Oil Refinery and successful and reliable production depend on
it.
The aim of this project is to prepare
the space for construction of new plant
in the Oil Refinery by dislocation of the
existing installations. This includes
the following works: lying new cables
over the tubal bridge, construction of
middle-voltage and low-voltage cable
joints, their testing and commissioning.
Realization of this project had a line of
technically very demanding segments.
Three engineers were constantly on
the terrain, together with a larger number of foremen, wiremen and
physical workers. They had the task to
place a large number of heavy cables,
which are extremely hard to manipulate even on the ground, on a pipeline
bridge which is lifted 11 meters above
the ground and which have the length
of even 250 meters.
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For this purpose numerous and special
mechanization was used, starting from
trucks, dredges, to truck cages and
compressors. The next challenge was
construction over 160 cable joints on a
very small space. More precisely, over
60 middle-voltage cable joints were
made on cables of cross section of 70,
90, 150, 240 mm2 and over 100 joints
on low-voltage cables. Successful finish
of the project created conditions for
safer work of the Refinery.

New plant for
packing bitumen

tion of new plant for packing bitumen
in special sacks. On the project of construction of plant for packing bitumen
Elnos BL executed works on complete
power supply and other low voltage
equipment installations.
It is about construction of new plant,
which uses the ultimate technology
from the area of refinement of oil and
its derivatives. Within this plant a new
substation was built which is used exclusively for supply of this plant. Construction of reflection pole was made
and this pole highlights the plateau in
front of the plant that will be used for
loading of bitumen.
The pole is 25 m high, with lightning
protection. Works were finished in August, and the plant for packing bitumen
was commissioned in October 2012.
From the Oil Refinery in Brod they
pointed out the most important advantages of the new line: “So far bitumen
had to be transported in special tank
with heaters and only in the period of
building season, so that its production
in winter was impossible. Now, thanks
to the new line, bitumen can be produced throughout the whole year.
Bitumen is packed in jumbo bags of
one ton, which enables transport to all
buyers in the world without the necessity for additional heating during the
transport. Only two refineries in Europe have such a system of production
and packing and Oil Refinery in Brod is
the only one with such a system in the
Balkans”.

Among three top projects of modernization of Oil Refinery Brod is construcElnos BL executed the complete power supply and other low voltage equipment installations for the new line of packing bitumen
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Top projects for protection, management

Thirteen substations
20/6/0.4 kV Fiat
Kragujevac

Inspection and
commissioning of relay
protection in HPP Bočac
220 kV GIS distribution
plant in the Oil Refinery
Pančevo

Elnos BL participated in
construction of EE system
for supplying complete Fiat
complex. It is performed
through new substation
110/20 kV FAS and 20 kV
stations that supply the
complete production of
the factory. Elnos BL has,
apart from construction
of three substations
20/6/0.4 kV, performed
adjustment, inspection
of relay protection and
commissioning of all 20 kV
substations.

Oil Refinery Pančevo is
crucial in supplying Serbia
with oil and oil derivatives.
Within the Oil Refinery
Pančevo the first gas SF6
isolated plant of rated
voltage 220 kV (GIS) was
made in Serbia. Elnos BL
carried out an inspection
and commissioning of
relay protection on the
mentioned 220 kV GIS
plant.

JANUARY

MAY

APRIL

Revitalization of
MTK facility in
Electrodistribution
Belgrade
Electrodistribution
Belgrade is in the process
of complete reconstruction
of MTK system. Elnos
BL executed works on
replacement of complete
equipment in MTK plants in
substations:
110/10 kV Belgrade 18,
110/10 kV Belgrade 19,
110/10 kV Belgrade 28.

JUNE

In HPP Bočac Elnos BL finished
works on reconstruction of
plant 110 kV that is located
on the roof of the facility. The
project was realized in two
stages and in the first stage
the equipment was replaced
in measurement field and
two transmission fields, and
in the second stage in two
remaining transmission fields.
After the replacement of
primary equipment, and the
replacement of corresponding
control cabinets and cables
in the field, our experts
have carried out inspection
and adjustment of relay
protection.

JULY

Inspection and commissioning relay protection in the
substation 35/10 kV
Baošići
Substation 35/10 kV Baošići
is newly constructed
substation due to
improvement of electrical
network voltage conditions
in the place itself and its
surrounding. Elnos BL has,
apart from performing
electromounting works
on the construction of
complete substation,
carried out adjustment,
inspection and
commissioning of relay
protection of complete
substation.
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and measurement in 2012

Substation 400/110 kV
Vranje 4

Modernization of
substation 110/10 kV
Tivat
Replacement of complete
primary equipment and
relay protection, then:
adjustment, inspection
and commissioning of relay
protection of transmission
field 110 kV are all works
that were executed by
Elnos BL. Substation
Tivat shall supply future
substation GIS 110/35 kV
Škaljari through this 110
kV transmission line.

Substation 110/20 kV
Sremska Mitrovica
Within the reconstruction
of substation Sremska
Mitrovica, Elektrovojvodina
modernizes the relay
protection system.

Construction of substation
400/110 kV Vranje 4 is
ongoing and this substation
is on the route of 400 kV
connection between West
Europe with southern part
of Europe and Turkey.
Elnos BL makes project for
this substation as well as
mounting and inspection of
relay protection cabinets
and design, mounting,
adjustment and factory
inspection of selfconsumption cabinets.

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

Smart City
Novi Sad

HPP Vrla 3
Surdulica

Substation 35/10 kV
Danilovgrad

With this project
Elektrovojvodina is the first
to initiate a project in this
country in compliance with
the ultimate world trends
of modernizing distribution
network. The project includes
electric distribution area
of Novi Sad. Elnos BL works
on the design and project
management on the whole
work. Besides, we are in
charge of factory inspection
and trainings, supervision
and commissioning of
electroenergetic facilities, as
well as coordinated creation
of complete command and
signal list.

Works on replacement of
primary equipment and
relay protection, as well
as adjustment, inspection
and commissioning of relay
protection on 1 transmission
line 110 kV and TR fields 110
kV in HPP Vrla 3 shall last for
two months.
HPP Vrla 3 is one of four HPP
in the basin of Vrla River,
mutually connected with
underground pipeline and
underground accumulation
lakes in the hills between
the power plants.

Substation 35/10 kV
Danilovgrad is newly
constructed substation
due to improvement
of electrical network
voltage conditions in
the place itself and its
surrounding. Elnos BL
has, besides executing
electric mounting works
on the construction of
complete substation,
worked on works of
adjustment, inspection
and commissioning of relay
protection of complete
substation.

AUGUST
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With reconstruction to contemporary
plants
Reconstruction of microprocessing relay protection and integration of
substation 110/35/10 kV Valjevo 2 to the system of remote controlling
brought contemporary plant in compliance with European standards.

Relay protection enclosures, made in the
workshop of Elnos BL

Substation 110/35/10 kV Valjevo 2 is
located in the very center of Valjevo
and is one of the key substations for
supplying the city with electric energy.
The substation Valjevo 2 is connected
to EMS’s substation Valjevo 1 by two
substations. Two transformers, 110/35
kV, 31.5 MVA are installed in the substation. Substation Valjevo 2 is in the line
of significant infrastructure facilities
of transmission network in this part of
Serbia which needed reconstruction.
Elnos BL made the project, mounting
of relay protection board and RCS re-

placement of all relays on 35 and 10
kV plants, replacement of all command
– signal cables in the plant; inspection
and commissioning of relay protection
and RCS.
Complete substation is introduced to
dispatcher center of Electroserbia in
March 2012. The City of Valjevo, which
represents a significant electroenergetic station and a regional center in the
Republic of Serbia, with this gained a
contemporary plant in compliance with
European standards.

Improvement of infrastructure for
sustainable development of
agriculture
By the highway Zvornik – Šekovići, municipality Osmaci, a new 35/10 kV
Caparde substation was constructed.

New substation 35/10 kV Caparde

Enabling economic renovation of rural
area and making conditions for its
longterm sustainable development
is one of the strategic goals of the
municipality Osmaci. On the way to
this goal it is necessary to enhance the
infrastructure, with special accent on
electroenergetic infrastructure. One
of the projects that was successfully
finished in 2012 is construction of
substation 35/10 kV Caparde. It is about

completely new substation of voltage
level 35/10 kV and power 4 MVA.
The substation facility is completely
finished (35 and 10 kV facilities
made in the form of metal enclosed
cells, command room with all AC/DC
distributions and system of control and
protection with optic communication).
The external
35 kV facility with
accessible overhead line was also
finished, energetic transformer and
transformer of self-consumption with
oil pitch and the rest of facilities
were installed in compliance with
EU Standards of life environment
protection.
The
installed
transformers
are
produced by Makitel, with the energetic
transformer of the power of 4 MVA
(with the possibility of installation of
transformer of 8 MVA in the following

period), while the transformer of selfconsumption has transmission ratio of
35/0.4 kV and 50 kVA power.
Inner plant is realized with eleven cells
in two lines, five 35 kV and six 10 kV
cells.
35 kV cells are produced by TSN, while
10 kV cells are precast in Elnos BL with
used equipment of Schneider Electric.
Microprocessing devices on all voltage
levels, distributions of low voltage as
well as 110 kV DC auxiliary voltage
are produced by SEL and completely
correspond to required protocols on
communication and IEC standards.
Complete accounting measurement on
voltage distributions is carried out by
using measurement group Enel, mutual
communication was realized over RS
485 port with the possibility of remote
sensing.
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Jubilee: Ten years upon emergence
of Uniplom
Universal plastic seal, Uniplom, is a patent and a product of Elnos BL.
Ten years upon its emergence Uniplom is still a bright example
of continuous production and sales growth.
Uniplom was constructed in 2002 with
the aim of solving the problem of commercial loses in the segment of electric energy distribution. In practice it
led to significant increasement in control and charging electric energy. A significant presence on regional market
was brought by safety and informatical
characteristics it offers. Uniplom found large application in diverse areas:
electric industry, oil industry, gas distribution companies, calibration services, as well as with other users. Years
2007 and 2010 are especially pointed
out with record production growth. Improvement of products was constantly
worked on. At the beginning of 2006
a new, second generation of Uniplom
was constructed. Safety degree was increased and new design and technical
solutions enabled the buyers a simpler
way of mounting. This generation of

Uniplom offers the buyers an opportunity of installation of microchip in
the insert of the seal that enables remote data sensing. A year later there
came improvement of seals related to
the labeling system. Improvement and
preparation of new, third generation of
seals is constantly worked on. Preparations of project task are ongoing.
Today, ten years upon its emergence, Uniplom is still a bright example
of continuous production and sales
growth. One of the main goals for the
future is to retain and strengthen the
position on the regional market, while
among highly set goals we would like to
point out coming onto the EU market,
as well as improving placement of seals
in the segment of smart measurement.

UNIPLOM MADE OF HIGH
QUALITY AND
SELF-EXTINGUISHING PLASTICS
WHICH:
> is resistant and persistent to
all atmospheric influences (including UV radiation),
> corresponds to all basic
standards, including ecologic
standards as well,
> can easily be recycled.

We deliver the seals in coated palettes up to the amount of 30 pieces per package.
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CIRED 2012 outreached all former
consultations
Elnos Group participated on VIII consultations on electrodistribution networks
“CIRED 2012”, held in Vrnjačka Banja from 23rd to 28th September 2012.

Elnos Group booth in Vrnjačka Banja

On this consultation, our company
had a special exhibition space where
the participants and visitors had the
chance to meet the product Biosco CS
– precast distribution remote controllable transformer station.
This year’s consultation outreached all
the former. Statistically stated: even
770 participants were registered of
whom more than 200 were foreign, 130
topics were elaborated, two round tables were held, as well as one pre seminar. Accompanying program, which
registered a record number of exhibitors, and several presentations were
held daily.
The ultimate achievements and the

best practices in technology and management of technical side of electrodistribution were presented on the
consultation. Contemporary trends
which bring introduction of smart
counters, smart substations, smart
networks and smart cities were considered as well.
Part of this theme was elaborated on
our business presentation “Improvement of energetic efficiency by implementation of smart BIOSCO substations
within SMART GRID” held on September 26th.

Presentation of the sector of
renewable sources of energy
Within the celebration of the Day of the
City, a manifestation under the name
“Energy Days Banja Luka 2012” was
held in Banja Luka from 18th to 20th
April, which was dedicated to energetic efficiency and renewable sources
of energy. The representatives of our
company held a presentation “Studies
for construction of Green power plant
for the needs of Technological Business Park in Banja Luka”. Topics related
to diverse aspects of smart usage of
energy and protection of physical and
social environment were considered on
this gathering and examples of the best
practice and successful projects that
are currently present were given as
well. Normally, Elnos BL is one of the
sponsors of this manifestation that gathered 250 domestic and international
experts in this field. Participants in the
work of the gathering were representatives of local communities, domestic
and international financial institutions
as well as engineering and service
companies.

Presentation of the study “Studies for construction of Green Power Plant” in
Banski Dvor
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Elnos BL enterprise was rewarded
by UEPS on the technology fair in
Belgrade
Elnos BL enterprise presented itself
on 56th fair of technics and technical
achievements in Belgrade that was
held in the period from 14th to 18th
May 2012. As a result of successful
promotional appearance, Association
of Serbian Market Communication rewarded Elnos BL.
During the fair, on the exhibition space
of our company, interested visitors
were given the opportunity to meet
the new, reinforced portfolio of the
company with the accent on smart
networks.
As well, a new product was presented,
a precast distribution remote controllable transformer station Biosco CS.
Apart from that, ten years were cele-

brated upon the emergence of Uniplom
product.
This manifestation is the most important economic and technological event
in the region that directly promotes
potentials and interests in the field
of automatization, robotics, wireless
communication, electro energetics,
electronics, lighting, processing technics and logistics.
Over 500 exhibitors from 23 countries
presented themselves on this year’s
fair.

Elnos BL booth on the Fair of technics 2012

Elnos BL on International Energy,
Industry and Mining Fair in Tuzla
Elnos BL represented itself on the International Energy, Industry and Mining
in Tuzla, which was held from 5th to
8th June. This specialized fair was conceived on predispositions of the region
and adjusted to its industrial- energetic tradition, potential and future development.
Our appearance was also oriented
towards this theme, and we would especially like to point out the offer in
the fields of: products in Ex performance, mining cables and switching control
equipment. It should be added that Elnos Group was presented on a business
presentation on the second day of the
fair. 80 exhibitors from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia and Austria participated on the fair and a special seal
to the fair was given by professional
gathering “Energa” where more than
60 experts from entire region exposed
on the topics of energetic efficiency.
Students from Electrical Engineering
High School Tuzla
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Presentation of Elnos Group
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Xiamen

A seminar in Chinese town Xiamen

We visited ABB Xiamen Switchgear enterprise, which produces metal clad
plants (Unigear ZS3.2 and Unigear 550) of middle voltage up to 40.5 kV.
Except for the business part of the seminar, we had the chance for touristic
visit to this region as well, so the third day a field trip was organized to islands
Gulangyu and Jinmen.

One of important segments
of our business is constant
education and training
of our employees in our
company in accordance
with the up-to-date
trends on the market.
Last year we participated on four-day
seminar in Chinese
town Xiamen, located in the
province Fujian.
Seminar included presentation of
diverse solutions of middle-voltage
supply, presenting contemporary
trends in electric networks (Smart
Engineering and Smart Grid Solution) and presenting contemporary
conceptions and production organization. We visited ABB Xiamen
Switchgear enterprise, which produces metal clad plants (Unigear
ZS3.2 and Unigear 550) of middle
voltage up to 40,5 kV. This enterprise, founded in 1992, is specialized for production, sales and
service of 3.6 kV – 40.5 kV plants
of middle voltage and switches.
Annual production capacity of this
enterprise is 20.000 plant units and
50.000 vacuum switch units, which
makes it one of the largest companies in the world.
ABB Xiamen Switchgear products
prevail in all provinces and regions
in China and cover most of Chinese
industry, while some products are
exported on international market.
After the visit of this company, we
visited the factory of switches and
reclosers in the same city.

Apart from the business
part of the seminar, we
had the opportunity
for touristic visit to this region, so
the third day a field trip was organized to Gulangyu Island and the
tour from the see of Jinmen Island,
which currently belongs to Taiwan.
Gulangyu Island, which was closed
for the ruling family that administered this area before the Chinese
Revolution, nowadays serves as a
touristic attraction. Gulangyu is
said by many to represent the place
were travelers can experience and
meet the true China. This island
covers the surface of around two
square kilometers and is home to
nearly 20.000 people, while, except
for the foreign, it is as well an attractive place for domestic tourists.
The particularity of Gulangyu Island
is the fact that automobiles are prohibited, which enables undisturbed
enjoying in its streets, and this is a
true rarity in congested China. The
island can be approached by ferryboat, and is distinguished by great

cleanliness, which literally enables
the tourist to rest on the street.
Throughout the history, colonists
from the West dwelt on this island,
so that Gulangyu is known by its
specific architecture, as well as the
museum with more than 200 pianos,
so that this island is also called “The
Town of Pianos” or “The Island of
Music”.
Jinmen (Kinmen) Island is located
near the Chinese coast and has long
been a military base. During the
Cold War, on this island there were
around 100.000 soldiers and in that
period 11 official bordels existed on
the island. Then, the army, justifying the existence of the bordels,
explained the domestic population
that without the bordels they would
have attacked the female population of the island. After harsh criticism by feministic associations, the
last army bordel on the Jinmen Island was closed in 1990.
Two years ago one of the bordels on
Jinmen was renovated and turned
into Museum “The House of Tea”.
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Memory from Siemens Training Center in Berlin

Part of 850 kV switch

Berlin: Training in Siemens enterprise
Apart from the theoretic presentation of Siemens switches, many
practical issues and doubts that existed in relation to Siemens
equipment were solved. At the end of the training participants
were handed the Certificate for Technical Information Course,
Installation and Commissioning for 3AP1 FI 123 kV.
Due to the needs to reconstruct the 110
kV plant on the HPP Bočac, which was
successfully finished in August 2012,
the representatives of Elnos BL enterprise from Banja Luka and Belgrade,
together with their colleagues from
HPP Bočac, participated in the training
for power switches, of renowned world
manufacturer Siemens.
The training was related to the switches of voltage level of 110 kV, and was
held in the factory and training center
of AG Siemens in Berlin, in the period
from 29th May to 1st June 2012. At the
end of the training participants were

handed the Certificate for Technical
Information Course, Installation and
Commissioning for 3AP1 FI 123 kV.
Siemens high-voltage equipment, especially power switches, holds primacy
in the number of built-in units in our
region. It is merely one of the reasons that confirm the significance of
afore mentioned training. Apart from
the theoretic presentation of Siemens
switches we had the chance to overcome many practical issues and doubts
that existed in relation to Siemens
equipment.

Programming skill
At the beginning of 2012, training on programming of
PLCs was held in the premises of Schneider Electric in
Zagreb.
Participants of the training had the opportunity to meet M340 Hardware and
Unity Pro programming, both theoretically and in practice. In theoretical
part they were introduced with M340
device, basics of programming in ladder and block languages, while in practical part of the training they had the
chance to program in Unity Pro pro-
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gram with the help of their instructors.
Schneider Electric was affirmed as an
exceptional organizer and host, and
for the end of the training it organized
a casual gathering. With programming,
our young colleagues used this opportunity to enjoy the peculiar beauty and
charm of Zagreb.

CITY OF RICH HISTORY
Berlin, the city of rich history and
full of German spirit was an exceptional host and succeeded in
making all free time during the
training extremely interesting. Of
course, we had little spare time
to grasp all historic and cultural
sights that this city has to offer,
but then again enough to carry
with ourselves a part of its worldwide history.

ABOUT UNITY PRO PROGRAM
Unity Pro is a standard program
used for programming, as well
as removing errors and for work
for Modicon Premium, Atrium
and Quantum PLC. With its five
IEC61131-3 languages, all the tools
for removing errors and diagnostics, Unity Pro was made for improvement of productivity in the
field of improvement and maintenance facilitation. Unity Pro
entirely uses the advantages of
graphic and contextual interface
and offers a complete set of functions and application tools.
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Spring in the surrounding of Venice
Delivery of Alstom disconnectors to CGES brought the representatives of this
Montenegrin company and our colleague from Podgorica to a factory of
disconnectors in a place called Noventa di Piave. Successful training for
mounting, adjustment and commissioning was accredited by certificates.
Alstom factory in Noventa di Piaverecords
fabulous
160.000
high-voltage disconnectors installed in more than 130 countries.
It is about the program that with
its affordable prices and simple but
efficient project wins the markets
all over the world. In spring 2012
the delivery of Alstom disconnectors to CGES brought the representatives of this Montenegrin company (as a buyer) and our colleague
from Podgorica (as a distributor) to
training in Noventa di Piave.
Four-day training was very interesting. With professional advices
about the ways of mounting and
adjustment of disconnectors given
to the tinniest details, the hosts
unselfishly shared working experiences of Alstom assemblers gained

Alstom factory in Noventa di Piave occupies 29.000 square meters

in all parts of the world from Russia
to Australia, from Africa to America. Successful training for mounting, adjustment and commissioning was accredited by certificates.
Venice, one of the most important

touristic destinations in the world,

2
Fabrika
se 40
prostire
na 29.000
is only
kilometers
farmfrom the

factory. Visits to this unique city,
built on 118 little islands in lagoon,
sealed this unforgettable journey.

Prestige lighting systems with LED technology
On two-day gathering Lug & Osram Lighting Competence Synergy Summit 2012,
held in Italian city Trevi, prestige lighting systems with LED technology were
presented.
LED lighting rapidly takes place of
traditional lighting sources. On this
extremely dynamic market manufacturers are faced with constant
challenge of searching for new
solutions. The gathering in Trevi
presented lighting systems that
offer ideal base for “tailor-made”
energetically efficient and innovative lighting concepts, from simple
to solving installations in required
and complex spaces.
Intelligent management of lighting
was presented in a very interested
way, as well as new lighting bodies
made by new techniques.
The gathering was held in the
rooms of Osram light source factory and possibilities of decorating
the space by changing tones and
colors of lighting were presented in its beautiful ambience. Of
course, the participants of the

Training center in Osram factory in Italy

gathering were introduced to various forms and methods of using LED
lighting in practical purposes.
Upon the end of the gathering the
organizers organized a visit of the
“Queen of the Adriatic” Venice,
which is near Trevi.
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For the solutions of high quality
Trainings for work with microprocessor relay protection in research
centers of the leading worldwide manufacturers: Siemens and ABB.

VAR agreement in the field
of relay protection

Spare moments in walking in Västerås

Advanced Partner
(VAR) contracts

To Västerås across
Vranje

Within VAR partnership contract
between Siemens and Elnos BL, threeday training was held in the field of
relay protection and remote controlling system. In Siemens center in Erlangen, in the middle of May 2012, our
colleague was educated and certified
for work with Siemens microprocessor relay protection Siprotec 4. The
training included the following areas:
work with Digsi 4 software, work with
MPCU 7UM62 (generator protection)
and work with MPCU 7VE5.

Works related to microprocessor relay
protection of substation 400/110 kV
Vranje 4, which is being constructed,
were the cause for almost twenty days
long training of Elnos BL representatives in ABB in Västerås. ABB in Sweden
employs 8.800 employees, of whom
4.100 works in, Västerås which makes
Västerås the largest ABB center in Sweden.
In ABB Corporative research center,
our colleague gained envious knowledge for work with microprocessor relay
protection of the series 650 and 670.
Training included the following areas:
PCM600 software, distance protections
MPCU REL670 and MPCU REL650, longitudinal differential protection MPCU
RED670, differential protection of
transformers MPCU RET670 and MPCU
RET650, distributive system of collector protection MPCU REB500, as well
as integration of system with IEC61850
communication protocol and work with
IET600 software.
Västerås is a perfect touristic destination as well. Apart from eventful training our colleague had enough time
to meet the city: “You always discover
something new, different attractions,
from old castles to modern activities. This gave a special, adventurous
atmosphere to this trip.”

ELNOS BL THE FIRST CONTRACTOR OF VAR AGREEMENT IN
SERBIA
InJanuary 2012, age-long cooperation of Siemens Serbia and Elnos
BL Belgrade gained new dimension
by signing Advanced Partner Agreement in the areas of relay protection, quality of electric energy and
automatization of substations. In
Serbia Elnos BL Belgrade is the first
Siemens partner that by signing
the agreement became the official
Siemens Advanced Partner in the
mentioned areas.
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Our colleague in research center ABB

One of gained certificates
from training in ABB

436 / Conference

Great potential of Nordic market
The leading Nordic companies in the field of energetics have introduced
their investment plans and plan of development until 2025 on the
conference Sellihcalive 2012 in Oslo.

Radisson Blu Plaza hotel is the largest hotel in Norway, with 37 floors and it offers a beautiful view of Oslo and surrounding fiords.

Sellihcalive is a conference on which
the leading Nordic companies from
the field of energetics and their potential suppliers have met with the
aim to present and discuss future investments, development and business
possibilities.
In future years, significant investments
are planned on Nordic market in the
field of renewable sources of energy
and enlarging of the capacity of delivery of pure and reliable energy.
Sellihcalive conference 2012 was held
in Oslo, on September 11th and 12th,
in the conference room of Radisson Blu
Plaza hotel. In the first year the confe-

rence has drawn 370 participants from
17 countries, with the representatives
of Elnos BL as well. Even though it was
the first time this conference was held
it had an instant success. The absolute
necessity for its organization is confirmed by holding 20 presentations and
300 organized meetings. Great success
of Sellihcalive 2012 was confirmed by
participants and organizers that announced that the event shall be organized again.

ELNOS BL IS CERTIFIED SUPPLIER
FOR NODRIC COUNTRIES
Sellihca Qualification System certified Elnos BL as a qualified supplier
of goods, services and contractors
for Nordic region.
This certification represents an important starting point for development of the activities of our group
on the mentioned market.
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INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS FOR ALL TYPES OF WORK AND
MOBILE TERMINAL BOXES FOR THE HARDEST AND THE MOST
DEMANDING WORK CONDITIONS

Complete solution for the compensation of reactive energy
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